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ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATION: IS MAJOR REFORM NEEDED?
A central achievement of the 1970s was the estahlish- the economics profession, is controversial outside it.

ment of a consensus for the protection of the environ. Accordingly, we asked defenders of the various acts to
ment. Prodded and led hy the environmental move- provide contrasting views and even secured from FAS
ment, this consensus made itself felt in a series of bills Chairman Frank van Hippd a general response to the
aimed at protecting clean air, clean water, and the safe lead piece.
disposal of toxic and hazardous substances, and so on. On the whole, economists and environmentalists have

Without the no-nonsense commitment of this move- normally found a compatible middle ground in the use
ment, nothing would have been achieved. of economic incentives to motivate compliance with err.

Today, these achievements are under attack from the vironmental regulation—as in taxing pollution. Real
Reagan Administration, and the lead agency involved, differences arise, however, in the reliance on analysis of
tbe Environmental Protection Agency, is in disarray costs and benefits to set standards to he achieved. Here
with industrial pressure making itself felt throughout the fundamental problem is the difficulty of quantifying
the regulatory process and at every stage of government. benefits as contrasted with the relative ease in assessing
Attempts are being made to revise significantly major the economic costs of regulation.
ersvironmentat laws passed in the last decade, most Needless to say, environmental regulation covers so
notably the Clean Air Act. many issues of cost-effectiveness, and cost/benefit

In the context of this review over the costs and the analysis, that there is no possibility of decisively resolv-
benefits of environmental regulation, the Federation ing these different emphases. Nevertheless, the time
asked Harvard Professor Robert Dorfman to pull does seem to have arrived in which to debate the manner
together what, after a poll, he considered representative in which the injection of a greater application of eco-
economic appraisals of the major acts, and the overall nomic principles would usefully improve environmental
approach they embodied. Not surprisingly, the regulation. In that context, we believe tbe following ex-
economists were found to call for more consideration of changes will usefully vent the issues and we solicit the
cost-effectiveness and for the use of economic incentives comments of members with a view to determining those
in inducing compliance with the regulations. This ap- issues upon which we do, and do not, have general
preach to regulation, while conventional enough within agreement.

ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS–MAJOR APPLYING COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS TO
CHANGES ARE NEEDED ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS–

Robert Dorfman NO PANACEA
In the following articles, four aspects of our national Frank von Hippel

environmental policy are examined, aspects I view with The economists writing in this newsletter have,

alarm. Each portrays a program that is elaborate, understandably, put stress on the use of economic prin -

awkward, expensive, intrusive, barely implementable, and ciples in environmental analysis. Much of their thought

therefore frustratingly ineffectual. I would like to inquire goes to the use of economic incentives to secure com-

into the reasons for these uniformly disappointing results. pliance with environmental regulations and with this 1 have

Our environmental policy is inscribed in about nine no complaint.

major acts and a number of provisions in other legislation. But cost/benefh analysis does raise more problems, I

Taken together, they confront the Environmental Protec- feel, than the economists may suggest,

tion Agency, which administers all of them, with a jigsaw There is no question that cost/benefh analysis must be

puzzle that has some pieces missing and others that will not an essential part of the regulatory process. And in fact it is.

fit together, No wonder: the laws were enacted piecemeal Even when it is expressly forbidden, it is used informally in

over a period of a generation, dealing with specific prob- making judgments on the degree to which it is reasonable

lems in the haphazard order in which the public became to enforce certain laws which were formulated without tak-

aware of them, and with no attention to each other. Least ing the necessary tradeoffs explicitly into account. If such

of all did any of them benefit from the experience with its laws were enforced mechanically, our society would rapid-

predecessors, ly go into paralysis, Cost/benefit analysis is also a useful

There is a sameness that pervades all of the legislation: analytical tool to help structure a decision-making process.

some acts are being performed that damage the environ- The uncertainties involved in cost/benefh analysis

(Continued on page 2) (Continued on page 3)
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ment and thereby public health; forbid them. Little heed is

paid to who performs the harmful acts, why, what alter-

natives he has, or how he can be made to stop. Prohibition

is piled on prohibition, report on mandatory report. Any

substantial manufacturing plant is subject to the re-

quirements of the Clean Air Act, the Clean Water Act, the

Hazardous Substances Act, the Toxic Substances Control

Act, the Resource Conservation and. Recovery Act, and

perhaps several others. Every city and town has obligations

under the Clean Water Act, the Clean Air Act, the Safe
Drinking Water Act, and several others. The Clean Air Act

imposes duties and expenses on every automobile owner.

The result? This impressive battery of legislation, that

might well be effective if complied with, cannot be enforce-

d and is widely flouted. Six years after enactment, the

Toxic Substances Control Act is tied up in litigation and

barely implemented. Ten years after enactment, EPA is

still struggling to issue legally acceptable regulations for in-

dustrial discharges into lakes and rivers, as required by the

Clean Water Act. About half of the municipalities are

violating the waste treatment provisions of that act because

they cannot afford the treatment works it requires.

Automobiles on the road emit about 50 percent more

hydrocarbons than the law permits. In 1977, 244 counties

(out of more than 3, IXIO) kept usable records of carbon

monoxide concentrations; more than a quarter of them

violated the primary standard at least ten times during the

year. Twenty-two percent of counties with records violated

the oxidant standard ten or more times; eleven percent

violated the particulate standard. And so it goes to quote

Vonnegut.

Environmental Regulations Elicit Resistance
The reasons? Basically two, it appears. First, the re-

quirements are often unrealistic, in isolation and a fortiori

in combination. By that I mean that for many years we

have developed ways of living lives and doing business

predicated on free use of the environment for disposing of

our gaseous, liquid, and solid wastes. We are now told to

abandon those accustomed modes abruptly, with little pro-

vision to facilitate doing so. Naturally, we resist, and the

resistance is too widespread to be overcome. The second

reason interacts with the first. Very likely the environmen-

tal laws would gain much more acceptance and compliance
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aPPear tO implicitly assume that our country is run by a
pbilosopber king—and this at a time when we have an Ad-

ministration wbicb has invited industry in to supervise tbe

federal regulatory apparatus with one result being that ow

best cost/benefh analysts are being forced out of the

government.

Certain Questions Must Be Answered
Ultimately, the question wbicb will have to be faced is

this: if formal costlbenefh analysis is going to be required

as a basis for all federal regulations, who is going to do i[

and wbo is going to provide peer review so that botb policy

makers and the public are aware of the uncertainties, over-

sights, and value judgments involved? The art of cost/

benefit analysis is so uncertain that in all but tbe most

clearcut cases the answers wbicb will be produced will de.

penal very much upon wbo is producing them. Acceptin~

tbe results without critical inspection will leave us un-

protected in a world of powerful technologies and short-

sighted decision-makers. We are already confronted too

often with tbe situation described by Heinz Kallman:

Considering tbe world all around,

A thorough study has recently found;

To save the place for tbe human race,

Is not economically sound. E

Frank von Hippe[, Chairman of F. A. S., is senior

research ph.vsicist o{ Princeton Universit.v’s Center for

Energy and Environmental Studies.

THE NEED FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
REGULATORY REFORM: 1982

Paul R. Portney

Balancing Benefits and Costs
The formation of a good regulatory policy requires a

careful weighing of what the policy will accomplish against

what society must give up in exchange for these ac-

complishments. While some regulatory statutes encourage

or require such balancing, several major pieces of en-

vironmental and occupational safety and health legislation

have been interpreted to prohibit this weighing of pros and

cons when specific rules are designed, For this reason, one

goal of would-be regulatory reformers bas been to in-

troduce at least a qualitative, if not a quantitative, balanc-

ing of benefits and costs into tbe regulatory process.

The Clean Air Act, currently up for re-authorization in

Congress, is a timely example. Among other things, the

Act directs the Administrator of tbe E“viro”me”tal pro.

tection Agency (EPA) to establish maximum permissible

ambient concentrations of certain “common” pollutants,

These are to be set at levels which provide an “adequate

margin of safety” against adverse health effects even in so-

called sensitive groups in the general population. While

this is clearly a noble goal, it creates a number of prob-

lems. First, there probably is no concentration other than

zero which is free from the risk of injuring tbe health of at

least a few highly susceptible individuals. Equally impor-

tant, it may prove extremely expensive to guard against

certain kinds of adverse health effects which many believe

affect only a small number of people and in a mild way.

For instance, it may well cost several thousands of

dollars to reduce by one hour the exposure of one. in.

dividual to what some doctors feel is an unhealthy level of

ozone. (from “EPA’s Proposed Revisions to the National

Ambient Air Quality Standards for photochemical OX.

idants, ” Oct. 16, 1978). Similarly, studies have argued that

it may cost between $6,(MO and $286,000 to prevent one

sick day resulting from elevated levels of carbon monoxide

in the air (from “EPA’s Proposed Revisions to the Na-

tional Ambient Air Quality Standard for Carbon Monox.

ide, ” Nov, 24, 1980). Because these costs appear to some

quite high relative to what is being gained, it has been

argued that tbe Clean Air Act should be amended to per-

mit or direct the EPA Administrator to pay some attention

to costs as well as health benefits in setting air quality

standards. Similar arguments have been advanced for

other regulatory statutes including the Clean Water Act,

tbe Occupational Safety and Health Act, and the Federal

Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act.

In spite of its stated intention of rationalizing federal

regulation, the Reagan Administration has to date shied

away from embracing this or similar changes in the Clean

Air Act, However, like the Ford and Card Administra.

tions that preceded it, the present Administration is forcing

regulatory agencies to pay attention to and publicize the

costs of their regulations, even where they are prohibited

by law from taking costs into account in setting regulatory

standards. The vehicle for this effort is Executive Order

12291, issued less than a month after President Reagan

took office. Among other things, it requires all regulatory

agencies to conduct “regulatory impact analyses” of pro-

Paul Porrney
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dustry should not be required to reduce the level of en-

vironmental pollution, cancer-producing food additives,

dangerous and defective products, or hazards in the work

place if the economic cost to the industry exceeds the

economic value of the health and safety protection to the

public. This costlbenefh concept is based upon two

fallacious premises: first, it assumes that industry, in the

name of corporate profits, has a right to endanger the

public health and safety and to contaminate the environ-

ment and that right can only be abridged if the pub/it

proves that the economic value of its health and safety and

the environment is worth more than the profits to be earn-

ed. Second, it assumes that tbe value of public health and

safety can be quantified in the same terms as the value of a

car, or a ton of steel, or a bottle of catsup.

The first assumption has much currency among the con-

servatives, particularly the Reagan Administration. It is

basically “manifest destiny” applied not merely to land

but to the health and welfare of all of us. This callous

disregard for the value of human life is ironically inconsis.

tent with other strongly held Reagan views such as opposi-

tion to abortion, a point of view which has not been sub-

jected to a rigorous cost/benefit analysis. The proper test,

as wisely embodied by Congress in many statutes, is to pro-

hibit conduct which reliable evidence proves may cause en-

vironmental and human health danger until industry can

prove it will not.
Cost/Benefit Dehumanizing

The second assumption upon which arguments for COSCI

benefit analysis are based has much currency among those

for whom all things, and the very wonder of life itself, are

reduced to dollars and cents. This fixation on the monetary

value of everything is understandable since if all things can

be expressed within a common denominator, it is easy to

measure which is greater. Life is more complex than that.

As Amory Lovins has observed, the value of a human life

depends substantially on whose life we are discussing. For

example, in a classic cost/benefh analysis a regulation

limiting releases of a hazardous chemical may be found to

save one additional life out of every one million persons

exposed to the chemical. But it will cost $50 million to meet

the new standard and only 200 lives will be saved. That

comes to $250,000 per life, often thought to be in excess of

the value of the average human life. But what if that life is

yours, or .tJour child’s? Cost/benefit analysis allOWS the

disinterested decision-maker to reduce human life to an

abstract dollar value and thus dehumanizes all of us.

In addition to its philosophical flaws, cost/benefit

analysis suffers from other infirmities. Even if one were to

accept the validity of cost/benefit analysis in principle,

proponents still do not have any answers as to how to

quantify the costs and benefits. As Mr. Portney has

himself demonstrated in his examples of costs incurred to

prevent one sick day resulting from elevated levels of car-

bon monoxide, tbe estimates in cost can range con-

siderably, in this case by a factor of 50. And quantifying

costs is simple in comparison to the task of quantifying

benefits. How does one put a dollar figure, for example,

on the benefits resulting from reduced carcinogenicity in a

water supply, on the aesthetics of clean air, on the absence

of future Love Canals? At best, these numbers are pulled

from a hat. Under such circumstances, what credibility can

strict cost/benefh analysis have?

Who Will Undertake the Analysis?
Moreover, proponents of this approach do not address

the question of who will undertake the costlbenefh

analysis. In these days of straining federal budgets, it is

unlikely the federal government will do so. And the general

public has neither the focus nor the resources to do so.

That leaves the regulated industries themselves. They have

the resources to do such analyses, but they can hardly be

called unbiased.

Finally, in a related comment, while many proponents

of cost/benefit analysis stress the need to avoid broad

sweeping regulations and to focus instead on fact-specific

standards for each individual member of the regulated

community, none explains bow it would be possible to im-

plement or enforce such a system. The size of the govern-

ment bureaucracy, whether federal, state or local, would

have to expand enormously to write and enforce a regula-

tion for each company. The consequence would be

substantial delay in implementing any standards, and

haphazard and uncertain enforcement.

Need for Pubfic’sWishesTo BeHeard
In contrast to cost/benefh analysis, there is one area in

which regulatory reform is needed: providing a direct way

for the wishes of the public, the very beneficiaries of the

regulatory scheme, to be heard. The only way the public

can now participate in setting the regulations is to become

involved in formal proceedings. Yet the cost of such par-

ticipation means hundreds of thousands and even millions

of dollars for technical experts, studies and analyses, and

attorneys, costs few can afford. If public participants had
the resources to participate meaningfully in the regulatory

process they would have more stake in it and a greater

commitment to it. U

A nlhony Z. Roisman is Executive Direc[or of Trial

Lawyers for Public Justice, a IV?w public interest k?wfirm

in Washington, D. C. He wasformerly Chief of the Hazar-

dous Wastes Section, Lands Division, at the Justice

Department.
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Act Amendments. Later, the deadlines were postponed,

and the nitrogen oxides standard was relaxed. Even now,

new car models are certified that in actual use do not come

close to meeting the statutory standards for hydrocarbons,

carbon monoxide, or nitrogen dioxide emissions. For ex-

ample, EPA’s tests show 19 grams of carbon monoxide per

vehicle mile for models whose prototypes on the test track

in Michigan met the 3.4 gram standard (after 50,000 miles

of driving). Meanwhile, the rhetoric in Congress remains

fixed on present and proposed standards of 3.4 and 7.0.

Realistic emissions standards must be enforced by

economic incentives over the entire life of vehicles in use.

Congress and EPA should stop relying on pass-fail tests on

prototype vehicles.

Defining Federal and State Roles
The roles of federal and state regulation should be revis-

ed. The federal government should be responsible for

policies and regulations affecting public health, the control

of pollutants that cross state boundaries, the protection of

national park and wilderness areas, and for monitoring.

States should have more responsibility for implementation

plans than at present, and should take the lead in setting

secondary standards (controlling, for example, damage to

crops, reductions invisibility, soiling, andcorrosionofex-

posed materials).

This year can mark an important transition in the pur-

suit of environmental goals. Economic and energy policies

will severely strain the fragile, ill-prepared pollution con-

trol system. Opinion polls indicate that Americans strongly

support protection of the environment, yet they also show

considerable anxiety about inflation, productivity, energy,

defense, and tax burdens.

It is not necessary torelinquish thenation’s air quality

goals, but it is necessary to focus the effort, to be clear

about which pollutants are the significant threats to health

or the environment, and to revise emissions control

strategies to achieve the goals at lower costs. All of that

agenda is feasible. ❑

Lester Love is o Senior Fe[lo w at the Brookings Institu-

tion. Gilbert Omenn isa Science Fellow at Brookings.

RESPONSE: IT WAS CONGRESS
THAT CLEANED THE AIR

Robert Stafford and Gary Hart

Lester B. Lave and Gilbert S. Omenn,,.argue that the

Clean Air Act has not been effective in reducing air Pollu-

tion. To hear them tell the story, one might believe that the

Clean Air Act is seriously off course or in danger of

floundering.

We take exception to this conclusion. The truth is that

the air is significantly cleaner today than it was in 1970,

and vastly cleaner than it would have been without the law.

The Clean Air Act has worked remarkably well. Now we

must improve it over the next 10 years . . . .

. ..(The authors) claim that progress in cleaning up our

air is a “myth, ” sustained “through the ‘good luck’ of a

limping economy and continuing substitution of oil and

Senators Robert Stafford and Gary Harr

natural gas for coal. ”

In fact, from 1970 to 1980, electricity generated using oil

and coal increased by more than 50 percent—hardly evi-

dence of a “limping economy. ” At the same time, sulfur

dioxide emissions from these plants remained about level.

And in the West, where smelters are the major source of

sulfur dioxide, we’ve done even better. The percentage of

sulfur removed from all smelters has risen steadily—from

15.7 percent in 1972 to 50.6 percent in 1980.

Sulfur dioxide emissions cause heart and lung disease,

reduced visibility and acid rain. They account for an

estimated 50,000 deaths and billions of dollars in damages

each year in this country. Reduced sulfur emissions are no

“myth”; they are one of the Clean Air Act’s success

stories.

Lave and Omenn cap their criticism of he Clean Air Act

with the assertion that “environmental goals can no longer

be pursued in isolation from other national goals. ” We

agree. In drafting the Clean Air Act, Congress balanced

environmental goals and other goals. For example, in set-

ting emission standards for cars, Congress balanced tighter

controls and fuel efficiency. Today, as a result, our cars

pollute less and get better gas mileage. As the president of

General Motors said in unveiling GM’s 1981 cars, that

company has been able “to reduce emissions to their

lowest level ever, while simultaneously recording the

highest average fuel economy in GM’s history. ”

Another example: Congress explicitly required the EPA

and state agencies to consider the costs of pollution con-

trols when they set emission standards for new plants and

factories. And when companies use innovative or more

energy-efficient technology, they can be exempted from

generic emissions requirements.
Lave and Omenn are correct on several key points . . . .

It is,..true that the Clean Air Act has not concentrated

enough on cleaning up existing plants and factories.

Strengthening the act in this respect would have great im-

pact in industrial regions where air quality still falls below

national health standards.

Such change will be difficult, but it is necessary if pollu-

tion control is to be relevant in the 1980s and 1990s. We

must preserve—even strengthen—effective programs;

streamline—even eliminate—those that are unduly burden-
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chemically transformed (e.g., by specialized incineration)

before disposal. Proper handling of hazardous waste is

much more expensive than pouring it down the drain or

into the back yard. Though careless disposal is now illegal,

an industry already exists to provide illegal disposal serv-

ices, and has been linked in testimony and otherwise to

organized crime.

Illegal dumping is very hard to observe. To control it,

the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act requires a

record of each hazardous substance removed from the

plant that generates it (“a manifest”) that shows which

authorized disposal site it is consigned to. The only re-

quired notification, however, is to the operator of the

disposal site, so unless he goes out of his way to inform the

authorities of shipments that do not arrive, there is no way

to detect illegal dik)ersions, A few states do require that the

regulatory authorities be notified of all shipments;

enforcement will be better there than under the national

procedure. But the ease with which moonlight dumping

can be concealed limits the effectiveness of even the best

notification system. Since even small amounts of hazar-

dous substances can contaminate air and drinking water

supplies with serious effects, more effective controls than

those now planned are probably needed.

Hazardous waste dumping can be controlled by subsidi-

zing its processing—to compete by price, in effect, with the

illegal dumper. The cost of the subsidy, of course, could be

recovered either from the general fund or a tax on in-

dustries principally responsible for hazardous waste

generation. But if would obviously remove the economic

incentive to reduce waste volumes at the source, by process

and product change, that full-price processing offers.

It might seem sensible to preserve the incentive to reduce

waste volumes by imposing a tax on waste generation, but

such a tax would provide exactly the same powerful incen-

tive to conceal The existence of the waste and dump it as

full-cost processing fees. An excise tax on chemical pur-

chases or some similar effort {o impose approximately the

cost of waste disposal on waste generators is better than a

subsidy supported by all taxpayers from the point of view

of efficiency. But any charge system tied specifically to

waste generation, whether tax or commercial prices, re-

quires a capability of effective enforcement (in the face of

easy concealment and strong economic pressure to evade

the law) that may well be beyond society’s power 10

achieve. The unfortunate truth may be that we eventually

have to choose between, say, 50 million tons of waste

generated of which 20 are processed correctly, and 75

million tons of which all is processed properly. Forty

million tons all processed correctly may be an impossible

goal.

Siting
The second principal obstacle to proper hazardous waste

processing is the lack of adequate facilities with which to

do so in many regions of the country. The technology of

these facilities is well understood (though many people are

not aware of this), but a regulatory and a political obstacle

remain. The regulatory obstacle is the failure of EPA [o

promulgate regulations governing the construction and li-

censing of these new facilities, and the further delay threat.

ened by the stasis currently gripping that agency.

The political obstacle is probably more serious: it is the

effective power of organized neighbors of a new facility to

prevent its development by a variety of legal and extra-

legal tactics. Several states have passed siting legislation

that depends on an exercise of state authority to override

local opposition,

But this model has never worked. One state,

hlassachusetts, has correctly recognized that local ability

to stop facility development is not within the power of

state government to override. It has enacted a negotiated

compensation mechanism in its new siting law that is in-

tended to make it easy for a facility developer to work out

a deal—covering not only direct compensation to

neighbors and local government but also operating re-

quirements, monitoring, and other protections—that

would make the facility together with the agreed-upon con-

ditions an attractive, or at least acceptable, option to the

community in which it is built. Much depends on the suc-

cess of this experiment in negotiation-based facility siting,

since the strong arm tactics embodied in the “state over-

ride” models have shown themselves to be ineffective. @

Michael O ‘Hare is a Lecturer at Harvard Un iversity ’s

John F. Kennedy School of Government.

RESPONSE: HAZARDOUS WASTE
DISPOSAL NEEDS FURTHER ATTENTION

Khristine Hall

The following points should be made in answer to

Michael O’Hare’s discussion of hazardous waste:

(1) The waste disposal problem cannot be reduced down

simply to the problem of getting rid of solid waste or toxic

liquids. The very existence of the Clean Air and Clean

Water Acts gives evidence that the release of both gases

and “used water’’ can harm the environment and threaten

public health as much as the release of toxic liquids and

solid waste. In our zeal to deal with disposal of the latter,

let us not lose sight of the need to deal also with the

disposal of the former.

(2) The basis for the widespread concern over the

disposal, storage, and treatment of hazardous waste—a

legitimate one—is the serious threat posed to human health

Khristine Ha//
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achieve water quality goals. Before 1972, state and federal

officials had to demonstrate that particular discharges

were linked to water quality problems before they could

enforce standards against industrial or municipal

polluters. [n response to the difficulties of sustaining such

a burden of proof and the regulatory inaction that

resulted, the 1972 Act required technology-based Imitat-

ions on both existing and new discharges. Standards were

to he set by the federal government—rather than the

states—and were to be set independent of the discharges on

the receiving waters, i.e., they were not to require a link

between discharges and water quality.

An EconomicEvaluation
The Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) estimates

that the cumulative costs to control conventional

pollutants will be $170 billion over the period from 1979 to

1988, with annual costs rising from $12,7 billion per year

in 1979 to $24.4 billion in 1988, For comparison, Edwin

Mills and Daniel Feenberg, in a recent study (Measuring

the Benefits of Water Pollution Abatement, 198I ),

estimate national water quality benefits at $17.2 billion per

year in 1985, with recreational and aesthetic benefits put at

$15.2 billion—or 88 percent of the total. Myrick Freeman

puts the range of total benefits between $6.6 billion and

$24.8 billion per year (from The Benefim of A ir and Wak’r

Pollution Control: A Review and Synthesis of Recent

Estimates, 1979), The range is so large because of the

paucity of water quality data, the difficulties of determin-

ing how much recreational use or enjoyment would be in-

creased if water quality were improved, and the difficulties

of deriving national estimates from studies of particular

watersheds. All these estimates are based upon projections

of water quality conditions when the full program is even-

tually in place, Little improvement in water quality is now

apparent from CEQ data, which is not surprising since
many industrial and municipal clean-up projects are not

yet complete. Nevertheless, on the basis of these aggregate

studies, the national benefits of the current control pro-

gram may exceed its costs.

Such a comparison of the grand totals of benefits and

costs give only a crude indication of the worth of the pro-

gram, and none at all of its efficiency. It includes the

results of several distinct programs and thousands of

detailed regulations, some of which are well worth the cost

and some not. In fact, recent studies have shown that the

costs imposed by many of the regulations far exceed their

benefits; and that in many other instances the same im-

provements in water quality could have been achieved at

far less cost, These findings are not surprising in view of

the legislation and the operating procedures of EPA, both

of which discourage paying attention to cost-effectiveness

or cost-benefit considerations,
[n promulgating the 1977 industrial discharge standards

(Best Practicable Technology), EPA determined for each

industry or industrial subcategory what the current

discharge concentrations are, what technologies are

available to reduce pollutants, and what the controlled cf.

fluent concentrations would be for a model vlant in tbe in-

dustry. A particular technology was then chosen as the

basis for the standard based upon an evaluation of what

the industry could afford. This process allows no com-

parisons of costs either with pollutant reductions or with

water quality benefits. Indeed, the rulemakings do not

consider information on water quality improvements even

when such information is available. For example, the state

of California argued for variances for California firms

discharging far offsbore into the Pacific Ocean on the

grounds that no water quality improvement would result

from the companies’ meeting stringent limitations, The

EPA did not dispute the findings but denied the variance

because of its interpretation that effects on receiving

waters cannot be taken into account. Costs were only con-

sidered in the rulemakiigs if they led to substantial

employment declines or plant closings.

The program to subsidize the construction of municipal

wastewater treatment facilities has already cost approx-

imately $30 billion, and future “needs” could be $5o

billion more, Almost all commentators conclude that the

program is costly, poorly managed and has done relatively

lit tle to improve water quality. Indeed, among its most

vociferous critics are environmentalists and others com-

mitted to clean water goals. The emphasis on funding con-

struction costs—and not operating and maintenance ex-

penses—means that local governments often build ex-

cessively capital intensive projects, skimp on maintenance,

and operate the treatment plants poorly. EPA’s

technology-based discharge standards have sometimes led

to expensive treatment plants built on already clean water-

ways by small towns that do not want the facility and can.

not pay even their reduced share of the capital costs, let

alone the operating costs.

Such rigidity is not surprising in Iigbt of the hope in 1972

that switching to technology-based standards would create

an easily enforceable system in which industrial polluters

paid to insure that all rivers and lakes were clean. Unfor-

tunately, this hope bas not been realized. Setting standards

for the 55,000 industrial and municipal dischargers has

taken far longer than the one year allowed in the Act, and

virtually all standards have been challenged in court.

Water quality benefits were not achieved partly because of

these delays and partly because non-point sources (runoff)

create poor water quality by themselves. Such dispersed

pollution is virtually impossible to control. Moreover, we

have come to realize that costs of control are not borne by

business but by consumers and taxpayers. Finally, as the

California example suggests, wc became aware that strin.

gent standards were not necessary for water bodies such as

the deep ocean where water quality was already good.

Specific Recommendations
No one would want to return to the pre-1972 disregard

for water quality, But I believe that it is possible to make

adjustments to the Clean Water Act that retain its commit-

ment to water quality while at the same time reducing its

costs and increasing its effectiveness. These recommenda-

tions build on our decade of experience with tbe Act.

(1) Introduce costs and benefits into the setting of stand-

ards for industries and municipalities.
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Mr. Harrison suggests that the law ought to be re-

written to permit each industrial facility to discharge the

maximum amount of pollution that its receiving stream

can accommodate, This “water-quality based approach”

would return our national clean-up program to a strategy

Congress wisely rejected in 1972 after 25 years of failure

with this approach. Exhaustive Congressional inquiry a

decade ago revealed three major problems with water

quality standards, First, scientists are incapable of telling

us how much pollution a stream can accommodate. Sec-

ond, EPA and the states lack the technical capacity to

model each particular discharger’s control requirements

from water quality standards, Third, the lack of uniform-

ity in this approach reduced the states to economic warfare

to attract industrial facilities. Therefore, Congress adopted

uniform, national technology-based standards as the foun-

dation of the law’s requirements.

Nothing has changed since 1972 to suggest that Congress

erred, If an ything, the technical problems and information

costs of using water quality standards are greater today,

given the number of potentially critical variables that have

been identified and tbe increased focus on poorly

understood toxic chemicals.

3. The municipal grants program has recently been

revised and improved.

Since 1972, much progress has been made in controlling

municipal sewage discharges—over 70~0 of the nationwide

flow now meets secondary treatment levels. Although Mr.

Harrison attacks past failures, he does not mention that

Congress recently revised this portion of the statute to en.

sure that future plants will be located where maximum

clean-up wiO occur and that federal funds will be spent on

treatment instead of growth. Staffing and training of treat-

ment plant operators is now being emphasized by EPA to

upgrade the performance of existing plants,
4, The national Zero discharge god should be retained.

The zero discharge goal emphasizes tbe most cost-

effective controls: reclamation of raw materials and water

conservation, It does not distort the consideration of costs

and benefits. On the contrary, EPA has and will continue

to calculate the costs of pollution control at each step of

the regulatory process, employing zero discharge only

where it is the best and most efficient technological solu-

tion.

Moreover, allowing the states total discretion to set our

goals as Mr. Harrison advocates will simply return us to

the past when states with the weakest goals attracted in-

dustry most easily, The national goal prevents such

economic warfare and keeps the entire program focused on

the elimination of pollution. [t deserves to be retained. E

Frances Dubro wski is a senior atrorney at the Natural

Resources Defense Council, Inc. where she works on waler

pollution, air pollution, and regu[ator,v reform issues.

Laurence MOSS

A FINAL WORD ON
ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS:
A PROPOSAL TO IMPROVE THEM

Laurence 1. Moss

I begin, though at some risk of stating the obvious, by

noting that this debate is not concerned with whether

government intervention is required to protect and im-

prove environmental quality. We are dealing here with

public goods (air and water of acceptable quality) in finite

supply (i.e. with limited capacity to accept contamination

or pollution before a socially-determined intolerable level

is reached). In the general case the polluter benefits by

avoiding the costs of abatement. Although this may lower

the costs of bis products or services, the beneficiaries (his

customers and clients) are not necessarily those who suffer

the effects of the pollution. In this sense the link between

cost and benefit is broken, Free markets will thus lead to

more and more pollution. There simply is no credible argu-

ment that, absent government intervention, this problem

can be solved.

The disagreements center instead on such questions as:

Wbo should decide what is an acceptable level of en-

vironmental quality? What criteria and procedures should

be used? Can implementation be more effective and effi-

cient?

The debate does not occur in a vacuum. There is an ex-

isting framework of laws and regulations dealing with

many of these matters. It takes years for new laws to be

passed and then run the gauntlet of establishing new pro-

cedures and regulations and withstanding the inevitable

administrate ive appeals and litigation. For this reason an

existing framework, unless fatal] y flawed, may be prefer-

red to one that is potentially more efficient and effective.

In order for a pollution abatement strategy to succeed, it

must provide for the following: (1) Setting acceptable

levels of environmental quality; (2) Influencing polluters to

modify their practices so as to achieve that level; (3)

Monitoring of both ambient quality and emissions to

determine bow tbe strategy is working; and (4) Enforce-

ment to discourage cheating.

Although every successful strategy must contain all of

these elements, the way in which each is structured can

produce important differences. Probably the most impor.

tant of these has to do with the amount and quality of in-
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(Continued from page 15) are probably about right (though the omission of certain

scheme of distributing emission rights without charge to key pollutants should be remedied).

existing emitters also avoids the collection of revenue by The Act’s most serious defect, at least insofar as it has

government, though at the cost of rewarding those whose been implemented to date, lies in the mechanisms chosen

abatement efforts have lagged. to meet the goals and standards. Is this a fatal flaw? I’m

The Clean Air Act has been criticized on many grounds. not sure. But a market-oriented approach to implementa-

Much of this criticism is unconvincing. Congress, with all tion holds promise of greatly reducing the burden of

its faults, is probably tbe best body we have to make the information-gathering and decision-making required of

kinds of value-laden trade-offs that lead to specific stand- government, and, at tbe same time, improving effec-

ards and allowable increments (as with prevention of tiveness and economic efficiency. II deserves a fair trial, 3

significant deterioration in areas with relatively clean air).

The fiction of ambient threshold concentrations below
Laurence Moss is a former national president of the

Sierra Clhb. Now a consultant on environmental design,
which no adverse effects occur is troublesome, though it

has proven convenient in establishing air quality goals that
residing in Colorado, he serves on [he Executive Commit-

tee of Resources for the Future.

FREEZE CONFERENCE & KENNEDY-HATFIELD RESOLUTION
On February 19-21, several hundred supporters of the

Bilateral Freeze Campaign (to halt the testing, production

and deployment of nuclear weapons systems) met in

Denver for the second annual meeting. Ten days later, on

March 2, Senators Edward Kennedy and Mark Hatfield

circulated a “Dear Colleague” letter asking for co-

sponsors for a resolution asserting that:

1. As an immediate strategic arms control objective the

United States and the Soviet Union shodd:
(a) pursue a complete halt to the nuclear arms race;

(b) decide when and bow to achieve a mutual and

verifiable freeze on the testing, production, and further

deployment of nuclear weapons, missiles and delivery

systems; and

(c) give special attention to destabilizing weapons whose

deployment would make such a freeze more difficult to

achieve.

2. Proceeding from this freeze, the United States and

the Soviet Union shmtld pursue major, mutual, and

verifiable reductions in strategic nuclear weapons, missiles

and delivery vehicles, through percentage annual reduc-

tions or comparable means, in a manner that enhances

stability.

The introduction of this resolution and the seriom treat-
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ment it is being given by its backers is a major turn in the

fortunes of the Freeze Campaign which has already

become the major grassroots arms control movement.

The Freeze Campaign now has organized supporters in

43states andisstrong in200f them. In California, a cam-

paign to put the freeze on the ballot as a referendum has,

already, 400,000 of the 500,000 signatures needed to

qualify. Respected polls in California show that 60% of

the population already support the freeze campaign!

Nevertheless, Harold Willens, state coordinator of the

campaign, advised FAS that a $2 million to $3 million

budget was planned to put the campaign over; it would in-

clude ads throughout the country.

FAS members will be pleased to see that theKennedy-

Hatfield resolution incorporates the notion of “percentage

reductions “ in which both sides would scale down their

strategic forces in some equitable and proportional way

with the least desired weapons being thrown awaj first by

the two sides. This notion, which attracted unanimous sup-

port in the Senate Foreign Relations Committee in 1979,

embodies a method of reaching, by stages, such goals as

tbe (subsequently enunciated) 50@lo cut of Professor

George Kennan.
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